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Abstract

This paper seeks to outline the development and application of zero-suppression
algorithms aimed to decrease data rates for the Deep Underground Neutrino
Experiment (DUNE). By reducing the amount of data from the Data Acquisition
System (DAQ), DUNE develops the ability to remain sensitive to low-energy,
rare-event searches. In this study, low energy electrons and supernova neutrinos
were used to motivate and assess the zero-suppression studies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. The Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment

The Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) is a proposed detec-
tor seeking to validate neutrino mass hierarchy theories, search for evidence of
CP violation, and obtain precision measurements of neutrino oscillations. The
detector is proposed to contain of three parts: the neutrino beam and near
detector at Fermilab in Batvia, Illinois, and the Far Detector located at the
Sanford Underground Research Facility [1].

1.2. The Far Detector: Liquid Argon Time Projection Chambers

The Far Detector (FD) will consist of a massive Liquid Argon Time Pro-
jection Chamber (LArTPC), which will provide high-precision measurements
of neutrino flavors, and be sensitive to proton decay and core collapse super-
nova neutrinos. Due to argons relatively cheap cost, high density, and ionizing
nature, it makes an ideal candidate for the FD. The 40 kton detector will be
composed of three rows of cathode plane assemblies dispersed with two rows of
anode plane assemblies (APAs) with a spacing of 3.48 m, with cathode planes
operated at 173 kV to create a drift field of 500 V/cm, yielding a drift time of
2.25 ms. As charged particles travel through the LArTPC, they ionize the ar-
gon, leaving a trail of ionization electrons in their path, as well as other daughter
particles. The ionization electrons are then drifted by the electric field within
the detector, inducing voltage pulses on the U and V induction planes, finally
being collected by wires in the Z collection plane. In addition, photomultiplier
tubes within the detector record light from the ionizing argon, establishing a t0
for the interaction. Overall, a high-precision 3D record of the event is recorded
by the data acquisition system (DAQ) system within the FD.

1.3. Data Rates

The high precision of the DUNE FD is due to the high volume of electronics
within the detector with which it records data. While the accuracy will allow
the experiment to produce valuable physics analyses, if read out in a continuous
stream data rates could reach up to 4.6 TB/s [2].

• 1.5 B per sample

• 4,492 samples per channel

• 1,536,000 total channels

• 2.4 drifts per 5.4 ms readout

• 24.9 GB per readout

While a continuous readout is not necessary to detect events from the pulsed
accelerator beam, which will only cross the detector at predetermined and inter-
mittent times, other rare physics events detectable by the FD require continuous
data searches in order to be observed.
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1.4. Rare Event Searches: Neutrinos from Core-Collapse Supernova

One such event is the detection of a supernova core collapse within 103 kpc
from earth. As a star ages, the increasing temperature and density at its core
cause nuclear fusion to create heavier elements. Eventually, an iron core is create
at 1 solar mass, leading to gravitational instability. The increased gravitational
pressure causes protons and electrons to fuse into neutrons, a process which in
turn creates neutrinos to conserve lepton number. The cores lepton number
becomes trapped in the extremely dense environment, only to be released by
neutrinos and anti-neutrinos on the order of 10 MeV, totaling on the order of
1053 ergs. Over 99 % of gravitational binding energy, which is approximately
10 % of the stars rest mass, is emitted by low energy neutrinos [3, 4].

While this model was qualitatively confirmed by SN1987A, the neutrino
signals observed were only on the order of 10. Many questions, such super-
nova dynamics observed through flavor composition, and the mechanisms for
neutrino oscillations in dense matter remain unanswered. With its volume and
sensitivity to low energy deposits, the FD could observe neutrinos signals on
the order of 1,000 if supernova occurred within 10-15 kPc (see Figure 1a). The
initial neutralization (or break-out) supernova burst is predominantly made up
of electron neutrinos, followed by a cooling phase of lasting 10 seconds. The
supernova neutrinos will deposit their energy within the detector in deposits
lasting only a few cm from electrons. The most likely interaction is the CC
interaction νe + 40Ar−− > e + 40K which the DUNE detector would observe
through the low energy electrons produced ref figure heres. In order to main-
tain sensitivity to these interactions, the detector must be able to continuously
readout and save specific signatures in the data.

1.5. Challenges to Sensitivity

Based on the predicted time frame for neutrino emissions from a supernova
core collapse (see Figure 1c), one must be able to store 10 seconds of data,
or around 46 TB to obtain the maximal neutrino signals per event. Beyond
the challenges of handling a continuous readout, DUNE must also be able to
reject the noise levels produce by the electronics. Furthermore, the ionizing
radiological background produced by the Ar39 could create deposits in similar
patterns to the low energy supernova signals, presenting another challenge in
reducing data rates while maintaining sensitivity as illustrated in Figure 1e [4].

1.6. Zero Suppression

In order to decrease the large volume of data but maintain sensitivity to the
low energy events, a lossy compression scheme known as zero suppression has
been developed, visualized in Figure 2.
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(a) expected supernova neutrino interac-
tions within the DUNE 40 kt Far Detector
versus the distance from the supernova core
collapse
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(b) cross sections of neutrinos with Ar39 for
anti-electron neutrinos and electron neutri-
nos
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(c) expected neutrino flavor composition as
a function of time from a supernova core
collapse
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(d) neutrino and anti-neutrino energy spec-
trum integrated over time

(e) charge deposited for radiological back-
grounds and supernova neutrinos in DUNE
[5]

Figure 1: Supernova Theories for the DUNE Detector
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Figure 2: Conceptual example of zero suppression, where samples matching condition are
kept, otherwise set to zero.

In summary, the goal of this study is to develop zero suppression schemes
that produce data rates that can be managed by the DUNE FD DAQ, while
maintaining an acceptable data quality that enables DUNE to produce valuable
physics results in the event of a rare event detection, such as a supernova burst,
or baryon number violation.

In the subsequent sections, the following questions motivated the results pre-
sented:

• What are the expected data rates after zero suppression is applied?

• How well is collection signal efficiency maintained as a function of zero
suppression algorithm and ADC threshold?

1.7. a

2. METHODS

2.1. Zero Suppression Scheme 1: zs legacy

In this study, two zero suppression algorithms were developed and tested.
The first algorithm was previously developed by David Adams, known as zs
legacy [6]. In summary, the zero suppression algorithm loops through each
TDC of data channel, comparing the ADC value to the algorithms threshold.
If the ADC value is greater than the threshold, the TDC and its contents are
marked to be kept. Once the algorithm has analyzed the entirety of the channel,
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Figure 3: Distributions of ROI length for noise, low energy electrons + noise, and low energy
electrons without noise, motivating a consecutive tick search within the zero suppression
algorithms

it institutes a buffer region around the samples marked as kept, establishing a
Region of Interest (ROI). After creating the ROIs, if gaps in TDCs between
ROIs on a channel are greater than a selected value, the gaps are set to zero
while the ROIs are saved.

2.2. Zero Suppression Scheme 2: zs consecutive

The second zero suppression algorithm will be referred to as zs consecutive.
Using the zs legacy as a base, the algorithm finds the first tick above the ADC
threshold, subsequently determining if the next TDC contains an ADC value
above threshold. If there are two or more consecutive ticks above the threshold
the ROI is created. This algorithm was motivated by ROI lengths observed
from noise only waveforms, as shown in Figure 3.

Tunable Parameters:

• threshold (ADCs): absolute value of ADC value must be greater than this
threshold to be considered part of a ROI

• tick range (TDCs): size of buffer region to be placed on either side of
samples above threshold

• min tick gap (TDCs): minimum number of ticks between ROIs before
values are zero suppressed

Employing these parameters, one can explore varying the ADC thresholds and
buffer region sizes, optimizing them based on data rates and signal efficiencies
for various simulations.
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2.3. Simulations

To study the performance of the algorithms in relation of rare event searches,
backgrounds and low energy events must be analyzed. For the purpose of this
report, an event refers to a complete readout of the entire detector (i.e. all 4492
TDC samples for every channel). In the following simulations, a default noise
level at an RMS of 2.5 ADCs were used, unless otherwise specified. A buffer
region of 10 TDCs on either side of the ROI was used for every simulation.
The simulators used for this study were largeant, a component of Larsoft: a
simulation, reconstruction, and analysis software toolkit developed and used by
the liquid argon TPC community, and MARLEY, a Model of Argon Reaction
Low-Energy Yields [7].

Detector Specifications used for Simulations using larSoft v06 34 00:

• DUNE 10 kt: 1m x 2m x 6m

• 12 APAs * 2560 channels per APA = 30720 total channels per event

• 4492 TDC ticks per channel 2.25 ms of drift per readout

For these studies the following simulations were generated and tested:

From LarSoft:

• 1000 5-50 MeV electrons with and without noise: these samples were gen-
erated to model the expected energy of electrons resulting from the CC
interactions between electron neutrinos and the LArTPC. These simula-
tions were used to calculate data rates and signal efficiency

• 100 noise events at RMS = [3.48, 4.92, 7.29, 10.11, 13.01] to quantify
the zero suppressions ability to reject noise within the DUNE detector,
looking at both extremes of a noise dominated detector to a detector with
little noise.

From MARLEY:

• full radiological background with/without noise: used to quantify expected
dates rates of the radiological background

• Ar39 background with/without noise: used to quantify data rates from
specifically the decay of Ar39

• supernova neutrinos with noise, no radiologicals: used to quantify the
behavior of electron neutrino signals dominated only by noise

• supernova neutrinos with full radiological background with/without noise:
used to quantify expected data rates for expected low energy supernova
neutrinos. This simulation is essentially a combination of all the previously
described simulations.
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Figure 4: Compression factors generated with zs legacy. This plot was produced by taking
the mean compression factor for 100 noise events at varying ADC thresholds and RMS ADC
values.

3. STUDIES

3.1. Compression Factors

Estimating the effects of varying noise levels in the detector, compression
factors were calculated to quantify the achieved data reduction as a function of
zs threshold for noise only events. The definition of a compression factor is:

CompressionFactor = 1
Nchannels

∑Nchannels

i
Num. Ticks Saved inROIs per ChannelReadout

Total T icks inChanneli
(1)

The algorithm zs legacy was run on noise events at ADC RMS values of 3.48,
4.92, 7.29, 10.11, and 13.01, at 100 events for each threshold. The compression
factors were then averaged over the resulting ROIs.

From this preliminary study, one can observe the trend on average of higher
noise RMS in the detector corresponding to higher data rates read out of the
detector. A few notable observations can be made:

• Noise levels above a RMS of 10 ADCs are completely retained for thresh-
olds below 20 ADCs.

• A threshold of 20 ADCs is able to reject even a noise level of 13 ADCs,
but only at a level of 20 percent.

If these simulations are correct, this could indicate that noise might dominate
signal for low zero suppression thresholds using the zs legacy algorithm.

3.2. Expected Data Rates with Zero Suppression

To calculate the the expected data rates, a crude ratio is taken between
expected data rates from a continuous readout scheme (4.6 TB s-1 , and the
amount of data contained in the ROIs. The results have been scaled from the
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Figure 5: Data rates calculated with zs legacy for the entire 40 kt detector. The mean data
rate for the entire detector was taken over 100 events from each sample type. Error bars
indicate standard deviation.

10 kt detector simulation to the full 40 kt detector configuration. This study
aimed to quantify the expected data rates and data rate reduction factors as
a function of zs scheme and ADC threshold. For this study, 100 events from
each simulation type were zero suppressed, after which the data rates were
calculated on the remaining ROIs. Overall, one aims to reduce data rates for
noise and the radiological background while retaining supernova neutrinos and
their associated daughter particles. The data rate equates to:

data rate
(

GB
readout

)
= total samples

drfit ∗ 2.4 drifts
readout ∗ 1.5 bytes

samples ∗ 1∗10−9GB
byte ∗ 1,536,000 channels

30,720 channels (2)

while the data rate reduction factor equates to:

data rate reduction factor 4.6TBs−1

zero suppressed data rate (3)

Effectively, the samples containing both radiological backgrounds and noise re-
turn the highest data rates, while data rates for noise only samples are signifi-
cantly decreased.

From the zs legacy scheme (Figure 5), the following observations can be
made:

• data rates continuously decrease as a function of ADC threshold

• zs legacy suppresses noise dominated samples at a threshold of 12 ADCs

• radiological data rates persist throughout all thresholds
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Figure 6: Data rates calculated with zs legacy for the entire Z plane. The mean data rate for
the entire detector was taken over all channels for one event from each sample type. Error
bars indicate standard deviation.

Figure 7: Data rates calculated with zs legacy for the entire U plane. The mean data rate for
the entire detector was taken over all channels for one event from each sample type. Error
bars indicate standard deviation.
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Figure 8: Data rates calculated with zs legacy for the entire V plane. The mean data rate for
the entire detector was taken over all channels for one event from each sample type. Error
bars indicate standard deviation.

Averaging over all channels for one event, illustrated in Figures 6-8, for all
planes, an ADC threshold of 16 effectively eliminates noise. At an ADC thresh-
old of 20, for channels on all 3 planes, signal from low energy electrons and the
low energy supernovas is returned at a higher data rate than the radiological
backgrounds. These results are highly preliminary and statistics will need to be
built up to justify this observation any further.

From the zs consecutive scheme (Figure 9), one can note:

• zs consecutive is lossier than zs legacy

• radiological backgrounds with and without noise return at the highest data
rate

• zs consecutive appears to suppress the noise well while maintaining low
energy electron and low energy neutrino data rates

• varying the ADC threshold appears to only significantly impact the ra-
diological backgrounds, which remain relatively stable for the low energy
electron and low energy supernova neutrinos

Again, averaging over all channels for one event (Figures 10-12), on all
three planes the noise data rates remain relatively unchanged as a func-
tion of threshold. On the Z plane, the low energy electron data rates also
remain relatively unchanged. At an ADC threshold of 16, the radiological
background data rates fall below that of the supernova neutrinos. On the
U and V planes, the results indicate that an ADC threshold of 13 would
decrease the data rates of the radiological background to below those of
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Figure 9: Data rates calculated with zs consecutive for the entire 40 kt detector. The mean
data rate for the entire detector was taken over 100 events from each sample type. Error bars
indicate standard deviation.

the low energy electrons and supernova neutrinos. This may indicate that
zs parameters should be optimized individually for each plane.

While the data rate has been significantly reduced using the zero
suppression algorithms, one must consider how the lossy schemes affect
the signal efficiency for low energy physics events within the detector.
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Figure 10: Data rates calculated with zs consecutive for the entire Z plane. The mean data
rate for the entire detector was taken over all channels for one event from each sample type.
Error bars indicate standard deviation.

Figure 11: Data rates calculated with zs consecutive for the entire U plane. The mean data
rate for the entire detector was taken over all channels for one event from each sample type.
Error bars indicate standard deviation.
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Figure 12: Data rates calculated with zs consecutive for the entire V plane. The mean data
rate for the entire detector was taken over all channels for one event from each sample type.
Error bars indicate standard deviation.

3.3. Signal Collection Efficiency

In this study, the goal was to determine the signal fraction recovered (in
units of ionization charge arriving at wire using known ADC gain, integrated
over time ticks for collection plane) as a function of threshold. Overall, the goal
of a successful zs scheme would be to reduce data rate, while keeping useful
physics data, maintaining sensitivity to low energy, rare physics events. To
define efficiency, a ratio is taken between the collected charge deposited in the
zero suppressed ROI, converted from the integrated ADCs to MeV (equation 4
) divided by the true energy deposited on the wires (equation 5).

1ADC ∗ 1mV
2.8ADC ∗ 1 fc

14mV ∗ 6241 e−

1 fc ∗ 23.6 eV Eion

e− ∗ 1∗10−6 MeV
eV = 3.75 ∗ 10−3MeV (4)

efficiency =
energy deposited fromzswaveform (MeV )

energy depositedwithout noise (MeV )
(5)

The deposited charge was calculated by integrating the values of ADCs
over the TDCs in an ROI, obtained from the daq::RawDigits class within Lar-
Soft. The true deposited energy was obtained from the largeant::SimChannel
class.

To quantify the signal efficiency as a function of zs scheme and threshold,
1000 low energy electrons were simulated with and without noise. These elec-
trons are on the order of magnitude expected for supernova neutrino events,
creating a preliminary basis for the signal efficiency for low energy rare events
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Figure 13: This is a 2D Histogram of the signal efficiencies for low energy electrons without
noise versus their initial x positions within the detector simulation. The color z axis indicates
the number of events.

within the detector. In first, the true deposited energy was determined, to ob-
tain the denominator for the signal efficiency equation.

Weighting Scheme:

A weighting scheme was developed to account for the dependence of de-
posited energy on a wire versus the initial x position of a low energy electron
(Figure 13). An x position of 0 cm is nearest to the wire plane, and an absolute
value of 360 cm is the extrema from the plane. Using the electrons simulated
without noise, the signal efficiencies for all electrons were calculated. At the low
ADC threshold of 10, one would expect without any background an efficiency
of 1. By observing the linear correlation of collected signal efficiency to the
absolute value of the initial x position of the electrons, displayed in Figure 13,
a weighting array was created between 1.0, for electrons close to the wire plane,
and 0.4, the average signal collection efficiency for electrons at the maximum
distance from the wire plane. An equation to represent the weighting scheme is
represented in equation 6.

weighted efficiency = reconstructed effciency at pos x
true effciency at pos x (6)

Baseline Subtraction:

Next, an accurate baseline needed to be established before the ROI, to
subtract off any noise that may be influencing the energy deposited in the ROI.
For the U and V planes, a pedestal value of 1800 ADCs was subtracted from the
ROI. Next, the absolute values of the ADCs from ROIs were taken, to account
for the bi-polar nature of their voltage pulses. For the Z plane, a pedestal value
of 500 ADCs was subtracted. An illustration of the baseline calculation around
an ROI is illustrated in Figure 14. Averaging the first four or eight ADCs values
from the beginning of the ten TDC buffer region before the ROI, and taking an
absolute value of this mean, a baseline was calculated and subtracted from the
ROI. In the case of the Z plane, the baseline value was added to the negative
ADC values and subtracted from the positive ADC values to create a baseline
closer to zero for the entire ROI. An optimization of the baseline values can be
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Figure 14: Buffer region for this ROI on the Collection Z Plane represented in magenta. The
red ticks were averaged over to calculate the baseline, which would then be subtracted from
the ROI.

found in Section 5.3.

After the weighting and baseline schemes were developed, the full implemen-
tation of zero suppression algorithms was applied to both the electrons with and
without noise, varying in an ADC threshold of 10 to 20 ADCs.

Results for zs legacy by Plane (Figure 15):

• Z Plane: Signal efficiency, with and without baseline subtraction at or
above an ADC threshold of 12 vary within an order of 10

• U and V Plane: Signal efficiency with and without baseline subtraction
at or above an ADC threshold of 13 vary within an order of 10

Results for zs consecutive by Plane (Figure 16):

• Z Plane: Returns greatest signal collection efficiency, on average for this
sample. A higher ADC threshold also increases the signal efficiency on
the order of 10%

• U and V planes show a poor signal efficiency on the order of less than 60%
of the true deposited energy being retained.

Overall the zs consecutive scheme is lossier than zs legacy. The lossy nature
of zs consecutive impacts the signal efficiency most significantly on the U and
V planes. While signal efficiency is expected to be the best on the Z plane, the
varying efficiencies and performances based on different zs scheme could again
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Figure 15: Signal efficiencies using the zs legacy scheme separated by plane. Each point is
an average of signal efficiencies for 1000 events without baseline subtraction, with a baseline
subtraction averaged over the first 4 ticks of a buffer region, and averaging over the first 8
ticks of a buffer region.
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Figure 16: Signal efficiencies using the zs consecutive scheme separated by plane. Each point
is an average of signal efficiencies for 1000 events without baseline subtraction, with a baseline
subtraction averaged over the first 4 ticks of a buffer region, and averaging over the first 8
ticks of a buffer region.
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motivate a zero suppression study or algorithm with different parameters for
each plane.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This document aimed to provide an outline of proposed zero suppression
algorithms to reduce data rates from the DUNE FD. Furthermore, this study
aimed to provide a guide to anyone wishing to repeat and build upon these stud-
ies. Results from further studies on rare events with further statistical analysis
will provide optimized parameter values for the zero suppression schemes.

Overall, barring errors in the noise and event simulations, both zero sup-
pression algorithms decrease data rates by a factor on the order of 1000 with
at or above an ADC threshold of 12 ADCs, while maintaining a preliminarily
adequate signal efficiency for low energy electrons. The zero suppression scheme
zs consecutive is lossier than zs legacy, but reduce the noise data rate to a rel-
atively stable value of 1.3 MB per second. However, further studies remain to
find a way to effectively decrease the radiological background.

Looking Ahead:

Overall, the reliability of the simulations used to represent real data from the
DUNE FD will determine the success of the zero suppression algorithms to
decrease data rates while maintaining sensitivity to rare event searches. To im-
prove the zero suppression algorithms in preparation for data taking, one must
consider the following questions:

• How well will these algorithms suppress noise at higher ADC RMS values?

• Could there be another way to reduce the data rates from radiological
backgrounds without diminishing the signal collection efficiency for low
energy supernova neutrinos?

• How well do these algorithms maintain sensitivity to other rare events,
such as nucleon decay and neutron-antineutrino oscillations?

By answering these questions and generating more, the zero suppression al-
gorithm can continue to be developed and optimized, ultimately rendering the
DUNE FD capable of rare event searches.
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5. Appendix:

5.1. Additional Studies: Baseline and Variance

Based on a study performed in MicroBooNE, another way to reject signal
and noise would be to compare baseline and variance in blocks of a channel
readout throughout an event [8]. This preliminary study is more qualitative
than quantitative, to provide an idea on how well this would work to distin-
guish noise, supernova neutrino signal, and radiological backgrounds. For each
sample type, 100 events with a default noise at a RMS of 2.5 ADCs were broken
into 32 tick blocks for the first study, and 128 tick blocks for the second. The
baseline and variance were then calculated and stored for each block. Next,
the difference in baseline and rms were recorded between consecutive blocks of
TDCs. For both the 32-tick and 128-tick schemes, a clear cut off appears be-
tween the noise and signal. However, more studies will need to be performed
to see if this could distinguish radiological backgrounds from other low energy
physics events.
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Figure 17: Distributions of variance and baseline study for 128-tick blocks: Noise is purple and
signal from low energy supernova neutrinos with noise but without a radiological background
are in blue. This was run over 1000 events.

5.2. baseline and variance figures
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Figure 18: Distributions of variance and baseline study for 32-tick blocks: Noise is purple and
signal from low energy supernova neutrinos with noise but without a radiological background
are in blue. This was run over 1000 events.
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Figure 19: Distributions of variance and baseline study for 32-tick blocks: Noise is purple and
signal from low energy supernova neutrinos with noise and a radiological background are in
blue. This was run over 1000 events.
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Figure 20: Distributions of variance and baseline study for 128-tick blocks: Noise is purple
and signal from low energy supernova neutrinos with noise and a radiological background are
in blue. This was run over 1000 events.
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5.3. Baseline Optimization

Sample:

• 100 noise+signal for low energy electrons

• 100 purely noise events

• RMS = 2.5, zs thresh 10 for both samples
Study:

• Calculate mean baseline on pre-buffer & post-buffer, varying buffer size
and n-ticks used for baseline calculation

• Compare signal versus noise by buffer size and n-ticks per plane take mean
and std of each study (i.e. 1-D histogram), plot together for comparison

• point: mean of baseline distributions for specified n-ticks & buffer size

• error bar: standard deviation of distribution of baselines n-tick offset of
+/- 0.25 for legibility

5.4. baseline optimization figures
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Figure 21:
observations:
- pre: noise and signal agree for both 10 and 20 tick buffers - best candidates for agreement
and data reduction: n = 4, buffer size = 10
- post: noise and signal vary more than pre sample
- best candidates for agreement in the buffer size = 20
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Figure 22:
observations:
- pre: variation in agreement between noise and signal, expected because of bi-polar nature?
- best candidates for agreement and data reduction: n = 8, buffer size = 10? or n = 16 buffer
size = 20
- post: best candidates for agreement in the buffer size = 20 or 28 ticks, n = 16
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Figure 23:
observations:
- pre: agreement between noise and signal, baseline further from zero
- best candidates for agreement and data reduction: n = 8 buffer size = 10/20/28 or n = 16
buffer size = 20/28
- post: best candidates for agreement in the buffer size = 20
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5.5. Zero Suppression in LarSoft and Python: a how-to guide

C++ and LarSoft:
All scripts to be run after zero suppression applied (i.e. run through at least Det-
Sim fcl in simulation procedure), unless running on non-zero suppressed samples

• /nevis/milne/files/beheleramass/dune/srcs/dunetpc/dune/maggieAna/∗
- baselineAndVariance.cc

* calculates baseline and variance on non-zero suppressed wave-
forms

- compressionFactorStudy.cc
* calculates compression factors

- eDep.cc
* calculates true deposited energy from largeant::SimChannel

- preZS mc*.cc
* readouts ROIs and puts them into an nTuple to be analyzed with

python scripts detailed below
* mcTruth is used for supernova neutrinos
* mcParticle is used for low energy electrons
*comment out ”event” tree for radiological background only and

noise only samples

Python:

• /nevis/milne/files/beheleramass/pythonScripts/cleanScripts/CompressionFactor clean.ipynb
- reads compression factors out of root files generated by compres-

sion factor.cc
- takes mean values and calculates mean errors as a function of noise

RMS and ADC threshold
- plots

• /nevis/milne/files/beheleramass/pythonScripts/cleanScripts/signalEfficiencyNoNoise clean.ipynb
- contains weighting calculation
- gets true deposited energy and signal efficiency for low energy elec-

trons based on zs algorithm and acc threshold

• /nevis/milne/files/beheleramass/pythonScripts/cleanScriptssignalEfficiencyWithBaseline clean.ipynb
- contains zs legacy written in python to be run on ROIs previously

generated by preZs Ana.cc, advantage being can run on one sample ap-
plying multiple thresholds

- contains zs consecutive as a boolean condition for ROI when saving
ROI into ntuple
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- contains zs legacy and zs consecutive, baseline calculation, ADC to
MeV conversions

- takes in ROIs from preZs Ana.cc and generates signal efficiencies and
plots based on zs algorithm and acc threshold

• /nevis/milne/files/beheleramass/pythonScripts/cleanScripts/DataRate clean.ipynb
- calculates data rates from ROIs generated by preZs Ana.cc by zs al-

gorithm and adc threshold on a detector basis

• /nevis/milne/files/beheleramass/pythonScripts/cleanScripts/DataRateChannel clean.ipynb
- calculates data rates from ROIs generated by preZs Ana.cc by zs al-

gorithm and acc threshold on a channel basis, displaying data by plane

Simulations:

• /westside/data/maggie/compressionFactor/noiseStudies/RMS/∗root files
generated by compressionFactor.cc

• /westside/data/maggie/compressionFactor/noiseStudies/simFiles/∗ sim-
ulation files at varying RMS and adc thresholds, specified in file name

• /westside/data/maggie/maggieFromDUNEgpvm/ here is where all of
the J. Stock files live. the whole wf.root files contain the ROIs readout
with buffer sizes of 10 and ADC thresholds of 10 ADCs, used for data rate
studies

• /data/maggie/rareEventStudies/snb/∗ simulations from - DAQ sim,
not by jason stock, used for data rate studies and baseline and variance
studies

• /data/maggie/sigEfficiency/
- events1000/∗ low energy electrons between 5-50 MeV with noise at

RMS 2 ADCs (whole wf.root contains ROIs)
- noNoise/∗ low energy electrons between 5-50 MeV (whole wf.root

contains ROIs)
- noZS/noise/∗ 100 noise at RMS 2 ADCs with no zero suppression

(whole wf.root contains ROIs)
- noZS/sig/∗ 100 low energy electrons with no zero suppression

(whole wf.root contains ROIs)
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